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a new k-tag device has been released to complement the existing t-tag. k-tag is a keyboard tag (also known as a keyboard fingerprint scanner), that uses an embedded image sensor, a pc application and a tamper-resistant key ring to generate a unique image of the user’s fingerprint and to recognize it later. we are very
excited to announce the availability of a new k-tag for the windows 10 platform, which features integrated touch support and can be used with surface devices. the new k-tag will be available for purchase from the microsoft store in september. this new k-tag will be a bit different from the other k-tags. this is the first time
that we are shipping a new device with a tamper-resistant key ring, which is a requirement for surface pro tablets (and surface laptop). the first generation of this new k-tag is being shipped to the surface oem partners today, which include acer, asus, dell, fujitsu, hp, lenovo, and more. read on to learn more about the new

k-tag for windows 10, and how it can help you build a more secure windows 10 device. how to recover deleted email in outlook? learn how to recover deleted email in outlook. to recover a deleted email in outlook, there are various ways you can do it. if you use your android phone to send emails, the ones you send can
be found in your phone's in-built email. similarly, if you're using a laptop, most of the emails sent are saved in the local hard disk. now, when your email account is turned off, you can always find the deleted emails saved in your pc. however, there are certain circumstances when you may get a notification from your inbox
that your email was deleted. this can be due to many reasons such as outlook crashes, outlook accounts get locked, or the user simply forgot to save the email before the deletion. it's also possible that you may have made some mistakes while emailing or your inbox is full. one common mistake is that the user forgot to

save the email. if you've made such a mistake, it's time to recover your email. to recover a deleted email, you can use the following steps. 1. connect your outlook email to your pc. 2. now, open the folder where your deleted emails are saved. 3. now, click on file > recover deleted items. you'll be able to see all the emails
that have been deleted by you. this is the only way to recover deleted emails.
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